is commutative where f\ and f2 are covering maps and g is continuous, then g is also a covering map.
Proof. The assumption of uniform even covering is unnecessary if Xq is locally connected; we only use the fact that f\ and f2 evenly cover the same connected neighborhoods.
If the open set U is evenly covered by /i and f2, let Ui be a component of ffl(U), and let U2 be the component of fr'-(U) that contains g{U\). Then g: U\-^>U2 equals (/2| £/2)_1 o/i, and is a homeomorphism. It follows easily that g(Xi) is open, and that g is a covering of g(A^i). Moreover, g(Xi) is closed; Let x2(ElX2, let U be as before with/2(x2)££/, and let Ui be the component of f2l{U) containing x2. Suppose U2 meets g(Xi). The first part of the proof shows that there is a component Ui of frx{U) with g{U\) = U2; and so x2E.g(Xi) and g(Xi) is closed.
This completes our proof. If (Xi,fi) and (X2,f2) are two members of C(X0) we shall say that (Xi, /1) ^ (X2, f2) if /1 can be lifted with respect to /2 and the lifting Ji is a covering map. The relation S; is not transitive in general, as an example in §3 shows, but it is if X0 is uniformly covered. This follows from Lemma 2.1.
It is possible that the set C(X0) has a largest element relative to the relation Si. That is, there exists (X, f) in C(Xa) such that (X, f) 5: (Xi,fi) for every element (Xi,fi) of C(X0). We call (X,f) a universal covering space of X0.
The following theorem is in close analogy to [2, Proof. We show first that if XQ has a universal covering space (X,f) and U is a neighborhood of Xo evenly covered by/, then U is evenly covered by/i where (X\, /i) is any member of C(X0). Since (X,f) is universal, there exists a lifting/ of/ with respect to/1,/1 of =/, and/ is a covering map. If Ua is an even portion of f~l(
is an open map. Also, f~l(U) =U/((7") where Ua ranges over all even portions of f~l(U), and fi\f (Ua) is a homeomorphism.
We must show that the sets of the form f(Ua), where Ua is an even portion of/_1(i7), are either disjoint or coincide. =f(Up). This completes the "only if" part of the proof. The "if" part of the proof will follow from the stronger statement beginning with "moreover."
This, however, is proved by the construction of Chevalley [l, p. 55] with one minor variation. Where he refines the topology of the constructed space until it is locally connected, we only refine it enough to make the connected disjoint even portions open. In all other respects the proof remains the same. This construction really rests on uniform even covering. Corollary 2.3. A universal covering space is unique up to equivalence.
Proof. Select a point xo of X0 and let (X,f) be the universal covering space of Theorem 2.2, with x in X such that/(x) =x0. Let (Y, g) be another universal covering space of X0 and g is the lifting of g with respect to/, fog = g. Select a point y in g~1(x). By Theorem 2.2 there is a lifting/of/ with respect to g, such that/(x) =y. The identity * on the connected space Y and fog agree on y and goi = gofog. By the Cancellation Lemma, /o g = i, and (X,f) and (Y, g) are equivalent.
We now consider a case when the universal covering space is simply connected. Proof. In the case that X is simply connected, if (Xi,/i) is a covering space of X then/i is a homeomorphism: therefore (Xi,/o/i) is a covering space of X0.
Conversely, assume that (Xi, /i) is a covering space of X and that /o/i covers X0. Choose a point xo in X0 and let x be the point of X satisfying the "moreover" part of Theorem 2.2. Choose xi in/rK*)-By Theorem 2.2 there exists a lifting/of / with respect to/o/i such that/(x) =xi. By the Cancellation Lemma, /i o/= identity on X and /i is a homeomorphism.
Hence, X is simply connected. Although " S; " is not necessarily transitive if X is not uniformly covered, C(X) is directed relative to " 3: ". That is, given two covering spaces (Z, h) and (F, g) of Xo there is a covering space (W, k) such that (W, jfe) St (Z, h) and (IF, jfe) St (Y, g). It is not hard to see that W can be taken to be a component of W where W is the subset of YXZ consisting of the points (y, z) such that g(y) = h(z). This is the construction which Novosad [3] needed to show that his set of g-covering spaces is directed. His proof of directedness is misleading in that he shows that every two elements have a (trivial) lower bound while an upper bound is what is needed.
3. Examples. In this section we consider some examples and miscellaneous results. We first deal with simply ordered sets. Let X0 be a simply ordered set topologized with the order topology and connected in that topology. Note that X0 is also locally connected so that we may use Chevalley's definition of covering space here. Say X0 is closed if it has a maximum and a minimum. If Xo is closed and connected then any covering by open intervals contains a finite chain of overlapping intervals joining the maximum and the minimum; hence Xo is compact. Theorem 3.1. A simply ordered set connected in the order topology is simply connected.
Proof. Let X0 be such a set. First assume that X0 is closed, hence compact. Let (X,/) be a covering space of X0. There is a finite collection of evenly covered open intervals /, = (oy, bj),j = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n, such that X0 = Ui Ij. We may assume that a,j<bj-\ <ffly+i. By [l, Lemma 1, p. 57] Xo is simply connected. Now consider the general case and let (X, /) be as above. Let x0 be a fixed point of X0 and x any other point. There is a closed, hence simply connected, interval containing xo and x in its interior. This interval is then evenly covered by /, and contains an open interval Ix also evenly covered by/ containing x and Xo. Choose ^oG/-1^) and let Kx be the even portion of /-1 (-/"*) containing p0. i^ = Ui£x0 Kx is open and it is sufficient to show that/| K is one to one. Suppose that pi(=.Kxv p2(E.KX2 and f(pi)=f(p%).
Since IXlC\IX2 is not empty, I = Ix\JIXl is evenly covered. The even portion of f~x(I) containing po contains both pi and p2; hence p\ = p2.
Theorem 3.1 implies that the real line and intervals in it are simply connected, a matter discussed by Chevalley [l, p. 56]. However, his argument is based on the assumption that covering spaces of the additive group of real numbers are actually covering groups. This assumption is never proved.
Theorem 3.1 also provides a source of examples of simply connected spaces which are not arcwise connected.
For instance, consider a connected simply ordered set with arbitrarily small neighborhoods that are of a power higher than that of the continuum.
The following is an example of a space with no universal covering space (hence no simply connected covering space either). The lattice theoretic terminology used in this paper is consistent with Birkhoff [2] . The topological terms can be found in [5] or [8] with the following exceptions. If X and F are sets, X\F denotes the relative compliment of F with respect to X. If A is a subset of a topological space then A*, A"and F(A)=A*\A° denote the topological closure, interior and boundary of A. The symbol 0 denotes the empty set.
We will agree that in usage of words common to topology and lattice theory, the topological meaning will take precedence. 
